Nuclear magic numbers, which emerge from the strong nuclear force based on quantum chromodynamics, correspond to fully occupied energy shells of protons, or neutrons inside atomic nuclei. Doubly magic nuclei, with magic numbers for both protons and neutrons, are spherical and extremely rare across the nuclear landscape. While the sequence of magic numbers is well established for stable nuclei, evidence reveals modifications for nuclei with a large proton-to-neutron asymmetry. Here, we provide the first spectroscopic study of the doubly magic nucleus 78 Ni, fourteen neutrons beyond the last stable nickel isotope. We provide direct evidence for its doubly magic nature, which is also predicted by ab initio calculations based on chiral effective field theory interactions and the quasi-particle random-phase approximation. However, our results also provide the first indication of the breakdown of the neutron magic number 50 and proton magic number 28 beyond this stronghold, caused by a competing deformed structure. State-of-the-art phenomenological shell-model calculations reproduce this shape coexistence, predicting further a rapid transition from spherical to deformed ground states with 78 Ni as turning point. * pieter@ribf.riken.jp
) of even-even isotopes 40 and the value for 78 Ni obtained in the present study. Traditional magic numbers are indicated by dashed lines and doubly magic nuclei are labelled. Also 68 Ni, for which the number of neutrons, N = 40, matches the harmonic oscillator shell closure, is marked. The predicted two-neutron drip line and its uncertainties 3 are shown in blue. try 1, 2 . With reliable and globally applicable interactions, accurate predictions of the location of the two-neutron drip line and the nuclear landscape can be made 3 . These, in turn, are critical for nucleosynthesis models, which rely on nuclear structure inputs.
An initial characterisation of magicity is often provided by the first J π = 2 + excitation energy, E(2 + 1 ), as illustrated in Fig. 1 for the Segrè chart, a two-dimensional grid in which nuclei are arranged by their proton (Z) and neutron (N ) numbers. Magic nucleon numbers (2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126) , which were first correctly reproduced theoretically for stable isotopes by introducing a strong spin-orbit interaction 4, 5 , stand out, as excitation from the ground state requires promoting nucleons across major nuclear shells, and, therefore, more energy due to the large energy gaps involved. Further experimental observables, such as charge radii or reduced γ-ray transition probabilities, are indispensable for a comprehensive characterisation of a nucleus. Their acquisition is, however, experimentally challenging.
With the extension of studies to unstable, radioactive isotopes (RIs) with a large neutron excess -also termed 'exotic' nuclei -, magic numbers emerged as a local feature. In lieu, nuclear shell structure changes, sometimes drastically, with the number of protons and neutrons, revealing interesting properties of the underlying nuclear forces. For instance, it was recognised that several traditional neutron magic numbers disappear far from stability, such as N = 8, 20, 28 [6] [7] [8] [9] , while new ones have been claimed at N = 16 10 and N = 32, 34 1,2,11 .
Shifts of these magic numbers challenge nuclear theory, and certain cases can be explained by drifts of the singleparticle orbitals (SPOs) with varying nucleon number 12 . The central potential of the nucleon-nucleon (N N ) effective interaction and the tensor force contribute strongly to this evolution 13, 14 . Also three-nucleon (3N ) forces, which originate from the composite nature of nucleons, have a significant impact 15, 16 . So far, a coherent picture of the nuclear shell structure and its evolution towards the most neutron-rich nuclei remains elusive.
The isotope 78 Ni (28 protons and 50 neutrons) provides a unique case included in all motivations for planned and operating next-generation RI beam in-flight facilities, such as the RIBF in Japan, FRIB in the USA, and FAIR in Germany. Predictions regarding the neutron drip-line location 3 of even-even nuclei, for which the twoneutron separation energy becomes negative (also shown in Fig. 1 ), reveal that, prior to the measurement reported here, 78 Ni was the only neutron-rich doubly magic nucleus lacking spectroscopic information on excited states that can be reached with current and next-generation facilities.
After the first production of 78 Ni 17 , enormous efforts have been put into investigating its structure. Previous measurements indirectly inferred persistent N = 50 [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and Z = 28 23-25 shell closures at 78 Ni. This notion has been reinforced theoretically by ab initio predictions 27 . Conversely, studies of 66 Cr (Z = 24) and 70, 72 Fe (Z = 26) revealed constantly low excitation energies that question the N = 50 shell closure for proton numbers below Z = 28 26,28 . Likewise, several studies supported a reduction of the Z = 28 proton shell gap towards and beyond N = 50 [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . A vanishing of the proton and neutron shell closures would be accompanied by an onset of deformation, implying dramatic consequences: Shape coexistence and gain in nuclear binding energy. The former signifies occurrence of several quantum states of different shapes lying close and low in energy, the latter slants the two-neutron drip line and accordingly the limits of nuclear existence towards heavier isotopes. Hitherto, no ul- 78 Ni is enclosed by the red ellipse. Both plots in c, d share the colour scale that indicates the number of events for the different isotopes transmitted through BigRIPS and ZeroDegree.
timate conclusion on the magic character of 78 Ni existed. Here, we provide first direct evidence from in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy in prompt coincidence with proton removal reactions of fast RI beams.
Production of RI beams
The experiment was carried out at the RIBF, which combines three injectors with four coupled cyclotrons. Neutron-rich RI beams were produced by induced relativistic in-flight fission of a 345 MeV/u 238 U primary beam on a 3-mm-thick beryllium production target, located at the F0 focus of the BigRIPS fragment separator 34 shown in Fig. 2a . 79 Cu and 80 Zn particles, produced at rates of 5 and 290 particles per second, respec- Fig. 3 | Doppler-corrected γ-ray energy spectra. a, De-excitation γ rays measured in coincidence with 78 Ni following (p, 2p) reactions. b, Prompt coincidences with the 2,600-keV transition following (p, 2p) reactions. It reveals coincidences between the 2,600-keV and other low-lying transitions. The coincidence range is illustrated by the hatched area. c, De-excitation γ rays measured in coincidence with 78 Ni following (p, 3p) reactions. To reduce events with multiple γ-ray hits from Compton scattering, the γ-ray detection multiplicity, M γ , was restricted to values below four. As a consequence, the visibility of the 2,910-keV transition is enhanced. d, Same as c, but for the M γ < 6 condition. tively, were identified on an event-by-event basis from focal plane F3 to F7, before being guided to the MINOS reaction target system 35 (see Fig. 2b ) located at F8 with a remaining energy of approximately 250 MeV/u (61% of the speed of light).
γ-ray detection after secondary reaction MINOS was composed of a 102(1)-mm-thick liquid hydrogen target and a time projection chamber to reconstruct the reaction vertices. This allowed to overcome inaccuracies in the Doppler reconstruction originating from the thick target (see Methods for details). DALI2
36 surrounded MINOS to detect prompt de-excitation γ rays with high efficiency. Secondary reaction species were subsequently identified with the ZeroDegree spectrometer from F8 to F11. An overview of the facility and the experimental set-up, including all the focal points, is provided in Fig. 2 together with obtained particle identification plots.
γ rays from the 79 Cu(p, 2p) 78 
Ni reaction
Inclusive reaction cross sections for the production of 78 Ni following the 79 Cu(p, 2p) 78 Ni and 80 Zn(p, 3p) 78 Ni reactions were 1.70 (42) and 0.016(6) mbarn, respectively, yielding 937 and 815 events. Energies of coincident prompt γ rays were corrected for the Doppler shift in the spectra shown in Fig. 3 . For the (p, 2p) reaction channel, the most intense γ-ray transition was observed at 2,600(33) keV (error, standard deviation, s.d.) with a significance level (S.L.) of 7.5 and tentatively assigned to the 2 78 Ni. Four weaker transitions located at 583(10), 1,103(14), 1,540(25), and 2,110(48) keV were identified. All decay strengths, corrected for the γ-ray-energy dependent detection efficiency of DALI2, and confidence levels, are summarised in Extended Data Table 1 Although similar amounts of (p, 2p) and (p, 3p) events were detected, the findings were largely different. A transition remained visible at 1,067(17) keV in the (p, 3p) spectrum (Fig. 3d ), but no further prominent peak was observed in the energy range up to 2,600 keV, with transitions reported for the (p, 2p) channel possessing only S.L. around 1. A surprising additional strength above the 2 + 1 → 0 + gs decay revealed a transition at 2,910(43) keV with a S.L. of 3.5, which is either weakly or not populated in the (p, 2p) channel. It could not be interpreted as a decay into the 2 + 1 state due to the low intensity of the peak at 2,600 keV. Instead, it is ascribed to the decay of a second 2 + state to the 0 + ground state. This level placement is further corroborated by the spectrum for γ-ray detection multiplicities of M γ < 4 ( Fig. 3c) , which enhances the peak-to-total ratio of decays from low-lying levels, in this case the 2,910-keV transition. Applying similar arguments to the 1,067-keV transition, its intensity is too large to be identical with the 1,103-keV transition observed in the (p, 2p) channel, and is, therefore, placed as feeding the 2,910-keV level. Taking all these observations into account, the level scheme shown in Fig. 4b is proposed for 78 Ni.
Doubly magic 78 Ni
The E(2 + 1 ) along the chain of nickel isotopes are presented in Fig. 4a , which exhibit a local maximum at 68 Ni that is attributed to the N = 40 harmonic oscillator (HO) shell closure. This assessment is reinforced by its low quadrupole collectivity 37 . However, mass measurements identified it as a very localised feature 38 and ref.
39
pointed out that quadrupole collectivity is dominated by neutron excitations. Beyond the HO shell closure, in the independent particle model neutrons fill the ν0g 9/2 SPO with little impact on the E(2 + 1 ) until a steep rise is observed for our value at N = 50. In fact, the 2.6 MeV excitation energy is essentially as high as the 2.7 MeV for the doubly magic 56 Ni (Z = N = 28) 40 , thus providing first direct experimental evidence for a comparable magic character. To gain further insight into the structural evolution of the neutron-rich nickel isotopes, their E(2 28,41 with a transition at N = 44 from the LNPS to the PFSDG-U Hamiltonian. In particular, LSSM calculations for 78 Ni included the full proton pf and neutron sdg HO shells into their model space, which is crucial to pick up emerging quadrupole collectivity from quasi-degenerated neutron SPOs 28 . The Monte Carlo Shell Model (MCSM) 42 allows to incorporate more SPOs into the calculation. For the MCSM predictions presented here, the A3DA-m Hamiltonian 43 was employed for [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] Ni, which encompasses the full pf shell as well as the 0g 9/2 and 1d 5/2 SPOs for protons and neutrons. To enable more detailed calculations for 78 Ni, the A3DA-m Hamiltonian was extended to the full proton and neutron pf and sdg shells. The mean field based quasi-particle random-phase approximation (QRPA) 44 calculations implemented the Gogny D1M effective force 45 . Finally, we present new ab initio results based on the valence-space formulation 46 of the in-medium similarity renormalization group (IM-SRG) 47 and show the coupled-cluster (CC) method 27 , both using two-and three-nucleon interactions derived from chiral effective field theory 48 . All theoretical calculations well describe the pattern of E(2 + 1 ) along the chain of nickel isotopes in Fig. 4a , notably the large enhancement at N = 50, thus confirming 78 Ni as a doubly magic nucleus.
Two different shapes emerge
Complete predictions for the low-lying level structure of 78 Ni are presented in Fig. 4b 28 . It is important to stress the structural differences between the spherical and deformed configurations, specifically the average number of particle-hole (p-h) excitations above Z = 28 (n populated from (p, 2p) and (p, 3p) reactions, calculated spectroscopic factors, which quantify the overlap between final and initial state in single nucleon removal reactions, can help unravel the nature of levels populated. Inspection of these spectroscopic factors from 79 Cu to final states in 78 Ni with the LSSM and MCSM Hamiltonians shows spherical configurations are strongly favoured. Experimental exclusive cross sections to the individual levels are compared in Fig. 5 to calculated ones obtained within the distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA) formalism 49 folded with the shell-model spectroscopic factors (see Methods). While the assumptions of the DWIA and shell-model spectroscopic factor calculations are not fully consistent, their combination provides a qualitative picture that can be compared to experiment. Note that for the removal of a single proton in the π0f 7/2 or π0f 5/2 SPO, calculated cross sections, which are weakly dependent on projectile and excitation energy, are ∼ 1 mbarn. The bulk of spectroscopic strength, which originates from the removal of a π0f 7/2 proton, is calculated at energies between 4-5 MeV, with an abrupt increase not observed experimentally. However, this energy is close or beyond the evaluated neutron separation energy, S n , of 5.16(78) MeV 50 . Due to this large uncertainty of S n , quantitative comparisons between the experimental and theoretical inclusive cross sections were not feasible, but it is noted that LSSM places the average of the distribution lower than MCSM. Good agreement is observed for the ground state, which corresponds predominantly to a removal of a π0f 5/2 proton, and the strikingly low direct population of the observed low-lying levels, visualised by means of the resembling running totals in Fig. 5 . To date, no theoretical framework can predict microscopic (p, 3p) cross sections. It must be stressed, however, that the calculated two-nucleon overlaps between the ground state in 80 Zn and the excited states in 78 Ni also favour the population of spherical final states.
Nickel isotopes represent the neutron-rich frontier for ab initio calculations. For the IM-SRG results in Fig. 4b (for details, see Methods), we predict the E(2 + 1 ) of 78 Ni to be 3.35 MeV and the E(4 + 1 ) at 3.75 MeV with a proton pf and neutron sdg SPO valence-space Hamiltonian. While this is several hundred keV higher than measured, it is nevertheless in good agreement with experimental trends across the chain and also predicts a sharp decrease in E(2 + 1 ) at 80 Ni. Average proton and neutron excitations for the 2 + 1 are n π p-h = 0.9 and n ν p-h = 1.3, analogous to the LSSM and MCSM, and also the exclusive cross sections (Fig. 5d) follow a similar trend. A stark variation is, however, found for the second 2 + state, which lies at 5.81 MeV and is of spherical nature. This deficiency is not unexpected, as ab initio methods are often built on truncations in allowed particle-hole excitations and thus fail to capture very collective features sufficiently. In fact, the E(2 + 1 ) of 78 Ni only varies about 100 keV when using several two-and three-nucleon interactions, so missing particle-hole excitations are likely the main uncertainty of the IM-SRG calculations. In particular, our IM-SRG results agree with the ab initio CC predictions of ref.
27
at the level of singles and doubles correlations when using the same Hamiltonian. When triples correlations are further included, the E(2 + 1 ) from CC for 78 Ni is found to be in good agreement with the present measurement.
In the case of QRPA calculations, 65% of the 2 + 1 wave function of 78 Ni is composed of neutron excitations from the ν0g 9/2 to the ν1d 5/2 orbital, across the N = 50 shell gap, while 28% are proton excitations from the π0f 7/2 to the π0f 5/2 orbitals. In this approach, the neutron shell gap at N = 50 is robust enough so that protons across the Z = 28 shell gap significantly contribute to the excitation. Similarly, in the neighbouring even-even isotopes 76 Ni and 80 Ni, the 2 + 1 excitation stems from neutron excitations in the ν0g 9/2 (80% of the wave function) and in the ν1d 5/2 (72% of the wave function with an occupancy of 0.3 neutrons) SPOs, respectively.
In conclusion, first direct experimental evidence for the preservation of the Z = 28 and N = 50 shell closures in 78 Ni was provided by employing a dedicated set-up to study extremely exotic nuclei via in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy. A low-lying, second 2 + state conforms with the notion of competing spherical and deformed configurations, which is to be verified by future measurements in 76 Fe and 74 Cr 28 . Similarly, a breakdown of the proton Z = 28 shell closure that favours prolate deformed ground states for heavier nickel isotopes is predicted, establishing 78 Ni as doubly magic stronghold before deformation prevails in more exotic nuclei. Understanding these structures is crucial for r-process nucleosynthesis, as the onset of deformation may shift the drip line towards heavier isotopes. Driving mechanisms for this evolution from spherical to deformed nuclei are yet to be fully understood at the ab initio level, prompting also future mass measurements to validate the predicted collapse of traditional shell closures. 51 to an energy of 345 MeV/u and impinged on a 3-mm-thick beryllium production target, located at the F0 focus of the BigRIPS two-stage fragment separator 34 shown in Fig. 2a . The isotopes of interest were first purified with the BigRIPS fragment separator from focal plane F0 to F2 by their magnetic rigidity and energy loss. Particles then traversed BigRIPS from F3 to F7 at approximately 60% of the speed of light and were identified by time-of-flight, magnetic rigidity, and energy loss measurements on an event-by-event basis 52, 53 . Secondary beam rates of 5 p.p.s. for 79 Cu and 290 p.p.s. for 80 Zn were directed onto the MINOS reaction target system. Secondary reaction. MINOS 35 consisted of a tube of 102(1)-mm length and 38-mm inner diameter filled with liquid hydrogen coupled with a time projection chamber (TPC). Secondary reaction products were selected and identified with the ZeroDegree spectrometer following the same approach as for BigRIPS. Emitted prompt γ rays were detected with DALI2
36 , which consisted of 186 NaI(Tl) scintillators arranged in a geometry that covered polar angles from 12 to 96 degrees surrounding the MINOS system and achieved a photo-peak efficiency of 26% at 1 MeV. Figure 2b shows the schematic view of DALI2 and MINOS. Around 30% energy loss inside the secondary target resulted in a highly reaction vertex position dependent velocity. Therefore, an annular TPC surrounded the cryogenic target to determine the vertex position following (p, 2p) and (p, 3p) removal reactions. Data acquisition. The general data acquisition system at the RIBF facility 53 was coupled with the dedicated MINOS electronics system 54, 55 developed to readout the roughly 5,000 channels comprising the pad plane of the TPC. Vertex tracking and γ-ray energy reconstruction. Observed γ-ray energies in the laboratory system were reconstructed for their Doppler shift, as described in ref. 56 . For this reconstruction, the vertex position was determined with the TPC by tracking the protons in the (p, 2p) and (p, 3p) knockout reactions of interest via an iterative tracking algorithm using a Hough transform method, detailed in ref. 57 . This process allowed a vertex resolution of less than 5 mm full width at half maximum. The velocity at incident point was determined assuming energy loss inside the liquid hydrogen target according to the ATIMA code (https://web-docs.gsi.de/∼weick/atima/).
Compton scattering of γ rays resulted in partial energy deposition between neighbouring crystals of DALI2. In the case γ rays were observed in detectors within a 15-cm distance, the energy was summed and the detector with highest energy determined the position for the Doppler reconstruction.
The γ-ray detector response functions were simulated with the geant4 framework 58 for fitting and comparison with the experimental data.
Stationary sources of 60 Co, 88 Y, and 137 Cs provided γ-ray energies to calibrate the array. Energy reconstruction of peaks. Five and six peak candidates were investigated in the (p, 2p) and (p, 3p) channels, respectively. The energy values and their corresponding errors and intensities were determined by maximising the likelihood values of the fits of 10 keV binned spectra with all combinations of transition energies assuming a multivariate Gaussian probability density function. The S.L. for the existence of each peak was deduced from the probability value of the likelihood ratio between the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis. Obtained results are summarised in Extended Data Table 1 and in Extended Data Fig.2 . LSSM calculation. Following ref.
28 , Large Scale ShellModel Calculations were carried out in a valence space comprising the pf shell orbitals for protons and the sdg shell orbitals for neutrons, with an effective interaction based on realistic matrix elements for which the monopole part was adjusted to reproduce the experimental evolution of the regulating gaps in the model space. Besides the convincing spectroscopy exhibited in the comparison panels of Fig. 4 , the spectroscopic qualities of this interaction was already assessed in the recent studies in the region 25, [59] [60] [61] [62] . In order to generate the theoretical spectroscopic strength of one proton removal from 79 Cu to final states in 78 Ni, the Lanczos Strength Function Method 63,64 was applied to LSSM calculations. In practice, the removal operator was applied on the initial 79 Cu ground state to generate the sum rule state
− . This non physical state carried the entire one proton removal spectroscopic strength and was used as the initial state for a Lanczos diagonalisation procedure. At the end of the procedure, the matrix elements were simply the components of Σ in the Lanczos eigenstates basis. Even if the diagonalisation was not fully complete; this procedure converged rapidly to an approximate strength distribution. To handle more easily the large dimension of the involved basis without losing any physics insight, the proton and neutron gaps were slightly reduced to project the results of ref.
28 into a smaller valence space containing all excitations across the Z = 28 and N = 50 up to 7 particle-hole excitations. We checked that the orbital occupancies for 78 Ni low-lying states and 79 Cu ground-state wave functions remained identical to the ones obtained in the configuration space of ref.
28 .
MCSM calculation. The MCSM calculation is one of the most advanced computational methods that can be applied for nuclear many-body systems. This work represents the MCSM calculations performed on the K computer at RIKEN AICS, Japan. Exploiting the advantages of quantum Monte Carlo variational and matrixdiagonalisation methods, this approach circumvents the diagonalisation of a > 5 × 10 20 -dimensional Hamiltonian matrix. Using the doubly magic 40 Ca nucleus as an inert core, 8 protons and up to 32 neutrons were left to actively interact in a much larger model space as compared to conventional configuration interaction calculations. The A3DA-m interaction 43 in the model space of 6 SPOs (pf shell, 0g 9/2 and 1d 5/2 orbitals) both for protons and neutrons was used for [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] Ni. This interaction was extended to a model space of 9 SPOs (pf and sdg shells) for 78, 80 Ni where upper SPOs in the sdg shell become more important. The MCSM eigenstate is represented as a superposition of MCSM basis vectors with the appropriate projection onto spin and parity. Each MCSM basis vector is a Slater determinant formed by mixed single-particle states, where the mixing amplitudes are optimised by quantum Monte Carlo and variational methods. This Slater determinant has intrinsic quadrupole moments, which can be expressed in terms of a set of β 2 and γ deformation parameters. This property can be used to study the intrinsic shape of the calculated state.
The MCSM calculations with the A3DA-m interaction reveal properties of Ni and neighbouring isotopes. Shape evolution of nickel isotopes including shape coexistence has been described theoretically 43 47, 70 transforms the many-body Hamiltonian, H, to a diagonal or block-diagonal form,H = U HU † , via a unitary transformation, U = e Ω , where the antiHermitian generator, Ω, builds in the off-diagonal correlations from the original H 71 . The IM-SRG starts from a single-reference ground-state configuration, |Φ 0 (such as Hartree-Fock), at the flow parameter, s = 0, and connects this state to the fully correlated ground state, |Ψ 0 , as s → ∞, where the unitary transformation is also built up as a continuous sequence of unitary transformations, U (s). With no truncations in the IM-SRG flow equations, this gives the exact ground-state energy, but in the IM-SRG(2) approximation used here, all operators are truncated at the two-body level. In the valencespace IM-SRG formulation 46, [72] [73] [74] , the unitary transformation is constructed to in addition decouple the valence space, leading to a valence-space Hamiltonian, which is subsequently diagonalised within the valence space using large-scale shell-model methods. In this work, this encompasses a 60 Ca core and a Hamiltonian composed of the proton pf and neutron sdg SPOs.
Here, we used a particular set of two-and three-nucleon interactions (labelled 1.8/2.0 (EM) 75 ), which was fit in few-body systems, but predicts ground state energies very well to 100 Sn 76 . The calculations adequately reproduce the E(2 + 1 ) trend from 70 Ni to the steep rise in excitation energy for 78 Ni. In addition, the 1.8/2.0 (EM) interaction within the IM-SRG framework systematically predicts experimental binding energies and E(2 + 1 ) of lighter nuclei up to the nickel isotopes, including high E(2 + 1 ) values at known shell closures 77 . As for LSSM, spectroscopic factors were obtained with the Lanczos method 63 . The shell model diagonalisation of nickel isotopes up to 72 Ni is exact in the valence space. Due to exceeding dimensions, for 74 Ni and 78 Ni, the number of particlehole excitations across the proton f 7/2 orbital (Z = 28) and the neutron g 9/2 orbital is limited to 7p-7h. Similarly, for 76 Ni and 80 Ni up to 6p-6h and 5p-5h excitations were included, respectively. The convergence of the results in terms of np-nh excitations suggests uncertainties of about 10 keV for 74, 76 Ni and 50 keV for 78, 80 Ni. The spectroscopic factors shown if Fig. 5d are calculated diagonalising 79 Cu including up to 6p-6h excitations. At this level, the convergence of the largest spectroscopic factors is better than 5 %. Thus, these uncertainties are smaller than the uncertainties from the input two-and three-nucleon interactions as well as the IM-SRG truncations. QRPA calculation. In the presented QRPA approach, the second-order matrix was fully diagonalised 44, 78 , in agreement with the variational principle applied in Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) mean field calculations. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors provided excitation energies and wave functions for all vibrational excited states described as coherent states of two quasi-particle excitations above the ground state. Transition probabilities from the ground state to all described excited states could be calculated for all parities and multipolarities, and for any intrinsic deformation of the ground state. Not only spherical, but also axially-symmetric deformed shapes were considered. QRPA and underlying HFB equations were solved in a finite HO basis with cylindrical coordinates including eleven major shells. In order to preserve symmetry restoration, the same curvature of the HO was given for the both radial and symmetric axis directions. This curvature was chosen for each calculated nucleus in order to minimise the HFB binding energy: The oscillator parameter, ω, as defined in a previous study 79 , was found to be 9.9 MeV for 78 Ni. All HFB quasi-particle states were used to generate the two-quasi-particle excitation set. This means that no additional cut in energy, occupation probabilities nor isospin was introduced. The same effective interaction, namely the D1M parameter set 45 of the Gogny analytical form, was used to solve both the HFB and the QRPA equations in all ph, pp, and hh channels. Since the D1M effective interaction has been fit without exchange and pairing parts of the Coulomb interaction, only the direct term of the Coulomb field is included in the HFB as well as in QRPA matrix elements. As concluded in a previous study 80 , this term should have an impact only in case of large proton pairing energy, which is not the case here where the Z = 28 is a closed proton shell. The two-body centre-of-mass correction term was also neglected in the present study, as its impact is expected to be very small.
The QRPA approach provides good agreement with the experimental E(2 + 1 ), as shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the E(2 + 1 ) of 64 Ni has been omitted, as its spherical shape is degenerated with an oblate deformation (see Fig. 42 of ref. 44 ) and therefore not suitable for QRPA calculations. DWIA calculation. DWIA describes a (p, 2p) process as a proton-proton (pp) scattering inside a target nucleus, A. The transition amplitude, T , whose absolute square is proportional to the reaction probability, is given by,
where χ represents the scattering waves of the incoming nucleon (χ 0 ) and the outgoing two nucleons (χ 1 and χ 2 ), φ N is a bound-state wave function of a nucleon to be knocked out, and v is the pp interaction that causes the (p, 2p) transition. In the plane-wave limit, T becomes a product of the Fourier transforms of v and φ N , which allows one to interpret a (p, 2p) cross section as a snapshot of the momentum distribution of the struck proton inside A. In reality, distortion effects such as deflection and absorption exist, which are well under control by using distorted waves for the incoming proton and outgoing protons. (p, 2p) reactions have been established as an alternative to (e, e p) reactions. More details can be found in ref. 49 . In the present work, we constructed each χ by a microscopic G-matrix folding model calculation, that is, the pp interaction in infinite nuclear matter was folded by a nuclear density of A. We adopted the Melbourne Gmatrix 81 for the former and the Bohr-Mottelson (BM) density 82 for the latter. The microscopic p-A potential was shown to describe proton scattering observables for various nuclei in a very wide range of energies 81 . The BM parameter was used also for φ N . The correction to the nonlocality of χ and φ N was accounted for by the prescription proposed by Perey and Buck 83 . As for the transition interaction v, the Franey-Love parametrisation 84 was employed. All the central, spin-orbit, and tensor parts were included. In Fig. 5 , spectroscopic strengths from more deeply bound SPOs are not illustrated as they are negligibly small.
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